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Innate Wisdom
Innate Wisdom is about listening to the wisdom living in the body. Innate Wisdom
focuses on the sacral chakra, connecting with the womb and the heart chakra. When you turn your attention
inside and listen to the wisdom of the womb, you come into a place of being rather than of doing. You can
drop into the divine feminine mysteries living within the body and connect with your capacity to be fluid and
receptive.
Innate Wisdom invites you to slow down your mind and tune into your body,
creating a bridge between mind and body, communicating information through physical sensations, feelings,
and emotions. This communication could include discomfort, butterflies in the stomach, goosebumps, and
more. Your sensations act as a feedback channel, discerning what lies in alignment with your highest self.

Kinesthetic Bliss
Another aspect of innate wisdom is cultivating kinesthetic bliss, learning
through the experience of movement. Kinesthetic Bliss requires meeting yourself in each
moment, exploring thoughts, feelings, sensations, and following an impulse from within. By noticing all your
feelings about yourself, your sexuality, and more, you can connect with your kinesthetic bliss, discern what
feels right, and choose to move through the world in alignment with your natural rhythm.
Kinesthetic Bliss allows your emotions and sexual creative energy to flow
through you, moving in a way that feels delicious and turns you on. Your body knows exactly how it
needs to move, heal, and release. Find new ways to move that nurture and nourish all levels of your being as
you follow kinesthetic bliss inside your body. It is your birthright to feel alive and well!
As you listen to your innate wisdom and discover kinesthetic bliss, you uncover what
feels good in your Temple Body and open up to receive more pleasure and delight. You connect with the
abundant wellspring overflowing with divine love. You become full of yourself.
Cellular Memory:: Beyond the memory and intelligence of your mind lies your cellular memory. Your
body comprises over 35 trillion cells. These cells hold memories from your time in the womb and before you
were born. Each cell is composed of DNA. Your DNA stores libraries of knowledge and can also hold the
memories and codes of your ancestors. Your cellular memory may even store traumas that your mind has
blocked out. Your innate wisdom remembers through your cellular memory. As you uncover traumas or
limiting beliefs and release them through conscious movement and sound, you have the power to rewrite
any stories.
Muscle of Listening: When you empty out and let go of the chatter of your mind, you are more able
to listen to your inner voice guiding you from within. It takes practice to listen to your intuitive feelings.
When we don’t listen, our bodies will create dis-ease, dis-comfort, misalignments, or injury to get our
attention. However, as you continue to listen to your inner voice, your innate wisdom will begin to create
new pathways in greater alignment with your highest YES.
Womb Wisdom: The sacred womb, physical or energetic, creates and gives birth to all of life. You came
from the sacred womb, where life creates, and your menstrual cycle governs. Your womb holds the power of
creation and acts as the portal to the cosmos. You have the ability to sync up with the moon and her phases
through the wisdom of your womb. As you listen to your womb, you will learn the subtle ways that she
speaks to you through her divine feminine wisdom. We will go deeper into the lunar phases and archetypes
and womb truth and blood mysteries in the following cycles.
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Chakras
Innate Wisdom guides us in every moment. In this module, we will explore and activate the
Sacral Chakra and Heart Chakra, bringing us deeper into our fluid, sensual feeling nature as well as a deep
place of unconditional love.

Sacral Chakra
Chakra: Second | Sanskrit: Svadhisthana
Color: orange | Element: water | Bija Sound Mantra: VAM

Location: Lower abdomen below the belly button, encompassing the sexual
organs and sacred womb.
Themes: Fluidity, Pleasure, Sensuality, Womb Wisdom, Creativity, Feelings, Passion,
emotion, Intimacy, Relationships, Boundaries, sense of self, inner child.
Gifts: A clear and open sacral chakra makes you feel more connected to your
divine feminine, womb wisdom, sensuality, and creative juices. Passion fuels your
creative energy (shakti). When you allow shakti to move through you, it opens
your creative potential and expression.
As you open your awareness to your sacral chakra, you also begin to feel more
connected to your inner child and a feeling of curious play and authentic
expression without inhibitions.
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Challenges: Addictions, craving physical pleasure, fear of pleasure, sexual abuse,
sexuality or fertility issues, resistance to change, out of touch with feelings,
lack of boundaries.
Mantra: “I feel. I am loved. My feelings are healthy. I trust in the wisdom of my
womb.”

Heart Chakra
Chakra: Fourth | Sanskrit: Anahata
Color: Green | Element: Air | Bija Sound Mantra: YAM

Location: The center of the chest.
Themes: Unconditional Love, Compassion, Balance, Acceptance.
Gifts: A clear and open heart chakra connects you to a wellspring of
unconditional love and compassion.
Challenges: Lack of self-love, inability to receive or give love, inability to
forgive.
Mantra: “I am pure love. I lovingly let go of the past and forgive myself and
others.”
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Womb Wisdom Mapping & Tracking Your Moon Cycle

With Innate wisdom, we remember that Within our wombs lies one of the most
incredible connections we have to Mama Gaia, the Moon, the cosmos, and our feminine ancestral
line. Tuning into how your moon cycle aligns with the lunar cycle offers a beautiful way to embrace your
feminine creative essence and your body.

Tracking Your Moon Cycle Practice
Do you keep track of when you bleed and ovulate and how it correlates with the lunar cycle?
I invite you to map your cycle with the moon. Day 1 is the first day of menstruation which is
considered the Sacred Dreamer Archetype aligned with the New Moon in the lunar cycle. Start tracking your
moon cycle. Each day, record where the moon is in its cycle and where your moon cycle is. Become aware of
how you feel when you ovulate and bleed to reconnect with your natural rhythm.
For women who have passed through the threshold of Menopause, know that you can
embody all of the lunar archetypes simultaneously and still track shifts with the lunar cycle.
Through these different phases, the invitation is to know yourself and your
natural rhythm. By honoring your innate wisdom within these phases, you receive clarity and inner
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guidance. However, this is only possible if you give yourself the time and space to go within and commit to this
journey of self-discovery.

Morning Pages Writing Practice
(Inspired from the book The Artist's Way by Julia Cameron)
This potent practice empties the chatter of the mind and connects to your
empty presence within. It is best to do this upon waking, adding it to your morning ritual and before
getting on the computer or into the ‘Doing Mind.’
Commit to writing three pages each morning on how you feel in your body,
mind, emotions, and spirit. If you are feeling something particular, you can even use this as an
opportunity to dialogue with this part of your body or belief. You can dialogue with your innate wisdom and
the thoughts, feelings, or sensations that arise for you. Allow the pen to move across the paper as you empty
your mind onto the paper without judgment.
Read the pages afterward and reflect on the patterns that show up in your mind and
body reflected in your writing. You will begin to learn how to discern between your mind, your emotions,
and your innate wisdom.

Daily Practices
❖ Be with Innate Wisdom each day. Make your life a ritual. Upon waking, place your
hands on your womb and heart and listen to what is alive for you. Learn to listen to the
subtleties of your innate wisdom.
❖ Watch the Innate Wisdom Video.
❖ Free write three Morning Pages. Create a morning practice to write, empty the mind,
and dialogue with different aspects of yourself.
❖ Track where you are in your menstrual cycle and how it coincides with the
lunar cycle.
❖ Connect with the sacral chakra and heart chakra. Repeat the mantras for
each chakra. Explore these practices at your own pace.
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Reflection Questions
1. What does a YES feel like in your body? What does a NO feel like in your body?

2. What are your womb and heart ready to let go of? And what do you desire to make space for?

3. How can you cultivate more awareness of your body’s innate wisdom? What is your relationship with
tracking your cycle?
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